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Hello and Happy New Year to CQ Offroad Members and Visitors alike 
and welcome to my final CQ Offroad newsletter.

I would firstly like to say it is the end of another big year. 2014 saw 20 years of the
Central Queensland Offroad Club existing and beyond 2015 is a whole New Era.

Given the events of the last week or so it truly is a new Era and high fives to the local young people.
They have brought my attention to 3 very important issues.

Each of us personally if you
nd as a 4wd club if keeping parks open and adventure is important note the following...

1. Young ones Stepping up and leading the way.
2. Mates taking care of Mates.

3. Looking after your Own backyard.

High Five for Five Rocks, Mates, and our fantastic youth on taking the initiative!

 

Also in 2014 CQ Offroad Club trips were held and a changing of committee members and practises
 all occurred. Keeping with the times and pace has seen the club notices and events now fully 
streamlined thanks to the very efficient Secretary Christine and the informative and interactive 

new facebook ‘page manager’ Paul. Together member correspondence and notifications, 
Club activities pictures, events and shared interests, are now all emailed, texted and posted

 to the website and facebook pages as they arrive. Everyone is now in the loop and accounted for.

These are very important and real pluses for the club and easy to use.
... but just where does this leave the newsletter...?

Well it seems spotlights and winches to obtain stories are now needed and so it is here that I 
personally have decided to bow out and thank the members of the 

for the opportunity to have produced this newsletter for the last 12 months or so. 

I have thoroughly enjoyed it the drive as editor. However 

 truly love the people you are around and care about them and their 
lives... A

...perfect given Australia Day approaching! 

This Saturday the 10th, is a sausage sizzle Beach Clean Up of our Backyard ‘Five Rocks’.
It is in Aid of a young 4wd lover who was seriously injured in a 4wd accident in 2014.

‘Manny’
This is being organised by our future caretakers and stewards and needs our help.

Full credit to these young people, friends and family of his!      
It is truly wonderful to see ... And Encourage! Five Rocks was a pristine Area that is still 

wanting to be used by 4wdrivers... Young and Old. Yet it is an embarrassing Mess!
It is Our Backyard and so Needs All of our Ongoing Attention if this 4wd use is to Continue! 

Central Queensland 
Offroad Club 

Ideas and events are now brought to members through the clever and efficient variety of 
media and it seems the traditional reading of a newsletter is waning. The brand new calendar
 on this CQ website is easy to use and is where you will find your upcoming trips and events

 and the CQ Offroad facebook page is an interactive and informative live treat.

Paul Ryan’s last minute kind sharing of a link to safe Beach Driving is very timely for the holidays
and the above new community event, and word is it will be ongoing.

 I have also written and included for you, a story of a Club trip run by Paul Ryan. I, my partner
 in life’s fun, Dennis, some children, and some guests, Luke, Anna and Nathan all 

attended. It was an extreme 4wd event in Lowmead held by the Gladstone Offroad Club and we 
very much made our own fun.. hence the tale.

I have precious family commitments and
 new roads beckoning my valuable time and tyres, so I have decided to unlock the hubs and

 smoke it up over new terrain. No 2 inch lift or snatch straps are required.
Happy Travels to You 

Alison
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Note from the EditorNote from the Editor



Meeting Recap

Held at the Rockhampton Leagues Club and new ideas for trips were called for. It was highlighted 
that if each member held just one trip there would be something for everyone throughout the year.
 So put on your thinking caps and create an adventure to share. 

Fraser Island Clean up was discussed for the September holidays 2015 and Remember our own
 Backyard of Five Rocks is in Desperate need of TLC!

The train tunnels were spoken of by Paul Ryan and are a trip to keep an eye out for.

Paul Westgarth has set his night run for January and that shall be before the next and first club 
meeting of 2015 in February. Sign up and let him know you are coming, as a max of 10 cars is all
 that can go... and if previous reports are anything to go by it is a fun event!

Now is the time to look at joining the club so get your monies in to Karen for 2015. Remember the
CQ Offroad Club is proud to have kept our membership fees the same ! Check this website for 
joining and also remember to have a vote or say at the AGM in 
March. If you know any possible interested new members please send them online to the website
or pass Karen and Paul’s Number on to them.

The last Seeonee of 2014 was held in November and was a big hit with tips on using batteries for 
welding by Dean. Tried and tested by members, thanks go out to Dean for that tutorial. 

For all photo contributions to our facebook site they must be sent to CQ Offroad as a Private
Message so they can be correctly saved to an Album for everyone to find. Please Do Not Just Post
them or tag CQ Offroad as they can be lost very quickly.

Christine the club’s Secretary is mightily fixing the website and full credit goes to her organisational
and technological skill. It is a work in progress and coming along nicely. Email and text notifications
are proving an excellent and very good system that she has in place now that is keeping people 
notified of exactly what’s on in the club.

Please check out the new calendar on the site for all upcoming events and know when you join this
club or if you are, already in this club, that you are not travelling alone!

editor.

you must be a paying member 
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PTY LTDPTY LTDPTY LTDPTY LTD

0448 426 733  4933 3888

Supply FREE Reusable Rubbish Bags For In Your Vehicle
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‘Manny’ Clean up Five Rocks Fundraiser

This Saturday 10th Jan 2015
Help Raise Money For ‘Manny’

Jumpstart To Manny’s Recovery Fundraising Appeal 

Clean Up Five Rocks
Sausage Sizzle and Clean Up of Five Rocks

Word is that these events may be ongoing in Aid of this Young 4wd Enthusiast ~’Manny’... 
So perhaps make it a family day.. Start a wonderful tradition.. a beach drive and Clean Up 
Day of our backyard Five Rocks a genuinely great cause!

http://www.themorningbulletin.com.au/news/man-
trapped-car-overnight-after-rollover-mount-
mor/2462496/?utm_campaign=Mailchimp+
Morning+News&utm_source=Rockhampton+
Morning+Bulletin&utm_medium=email

A 24-YEAR-OLD male has been transported to 
Brisbane by air after being rescued from a wreck 
at Mount Morgan this morning.
The vehicle the man was trapped in had crashed 
about 9pm last night but was only discovered at
6.30am. It had rolled down the side of the Mount 
Morgan Road.

The RACQ Capricorn Rescue Helicopter retrieved
 the man from the scene and transported him to
 Rockhampton Hospital before he was transported 
by air by another service to Brisbane.

He had suspected spinal injuries.

 A young lass named Toni messaged me as editor on this Appeal. This is an excerpt of what she wrote on
 this young mans current state and the ideas these young people are carrying out to help.

“... Badly Injured on the 23rd November and diagnosed as a tetraplegic patient and feeling slowly coming
back from waist up which is amazing news. He owned a Red Nissan patrol and absolutely loves 4wdriving, 
only aged 24. We've already held one trip up to five rocks a couple of weekends and were planning on doing 
one every month from now. Not only four wheel drive trips but bbqs and fun days for family and friends that
 don't own four wheel drives. ...”

... days ago Jeff Winter of the club also put in a notable point in an email to Bill Ludwig on this topic of fundraising
using a sausage sizzle at A 5 Rocks Clean Up  ...

“... this is an excellent outcome regardless of the amount of vehicles that do attend ... – Younger people taking 
the front foot and cleaning up the mess left by others. ....
.... What they need is the ... support so as they feel encouraged to do it again....”

... excellently noted and observed Jeff...
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Membership Corner

Members Spotlight and Introductions

This Month Our Profiled Members are Kevin and Jenny Brook.
Kevs driving skill stood out to me at Goodedulla, the vehicle he was in, a standard Ranger cruised everywhere 
effortlessly, without any ride modifications.
A lot of 4wds these days are highly modified and technical vehicles that make driver input as minimal as possible
Full credit to you Kevin for your thoughtful and skilled driving.

Kev and Jenny Brook 

Joined CQORC approx 7 years ago and they currently drive a stock standard 2012 ford ranger dual cab 
with  aluminium tray & canopy.

Kev said when they initially joined they had a 92 Pajero Wagon... and he stated that he enjoyed going on
the trips away and the many friendships that they have made over the years.

‘Our biggest highlight so far would be our 2 week trek to Birdsville & surrounds with the Westgarths.’

Other very enjoyable trips we have been on with the club are: Christmas/New Year at Cania Gorge which
was our first trip with the club.. also Fraser Island clean up Australia day weekend; Goodedulla National 
Park weekend and Eungella National Park at Easter.  
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CQ OFFROAD CLUB TRIP & EVENT CALENDAR

TRIP 
EVENT

LEADER/ CONTACTREGISTRATION
CLOSE

RATINGDATE
MEET TIME & 
DEPARTURE

Fun Days 4WD awareness days held last Sunday of each month, are for members ONLY. 

Notes: 

Please Advise our Trip Co-ordinator For Any Trips Run Under the CQ Offroad Title
 for Insurance purposes

Visitors are welcome by prior arrangement with the Trip Leader.

8am Seeonee Park N/A

N/A

N/A

2015

N/A

7.30pm Rockhampton
Leagues Club

Caltex Truck Stop 
7pm

Waterpark Byfield
10am

7.30pm Rockhampton
Leagues Club

11am Central
Queensland 
University

Joy 
0412 634 184

Joy 
0412 634 184

 
Tuesday 3rd
February 2015

Saturday 17th
January

Saturday 10th
January

Thursday 15th
January

General Meeting
All Welcome

Once Monthly

Night Run
 Max 10 cars

Fundraiser for ‘Manny’
 Clean Up 5 Rocks

N/A

N/A

4WD Fun/ Awareness Day 
Members Only
Visitors by Prior Arrangement
Last Sunday Monthly 

Fraser Island Clean Up

Relay For Life 

Annual General Meeting

Paul Westgarth
0413 731 341

Paul Westgarth
0413 731 341

Braidy Parker – 0402376583 
Jeff Winter - 0407 647 726

February 2015
Sun 22nd

Sat May 30th,31st-
Jun 1st 2015

Sat 16th- Sun 17th 
May 2015

Tue 3rd March
2015

Nominations In for New
Committee Members 

2 weeks Prior

CQ Offroad
Join the club ... Come to our meetings, follow us on facebook, 
and read our newsletter for updates. http://www.cqoffroad.org.au/ 

Paul & Karen Westgarth
0413 731 341
4934 2062
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5 Rocks Blackdown Tablelands Fraser Island 

Byfield Canarvon Gorge Desert Trips 

 Cania Gorge Cape York 

King Solomon Spur Kroombit Tops High Country of 
Victoria 

Copper Climb Kalpower State Forest Tasmania 

Night Run Frazer Island Birdsville Races 

Mystery Trip Deepwater National Park Gemfields 

Kroombit Tops Cap Palmerston Porcupine Gorge 

Mt Scoria Notch Point Undarra Lava Tubes 

Lady’s Day Comp at 
Seeonee 

Country Meetings Kimberley’s 

Barefoot Bowls Goodnight Scrub Lake Eyre 

Clean Up Australia Salvator Rosa   

General Clean-ups Ka Ka Mundi   

Styx River Eurimbula National Park   

  Mt Moffit   

  Baffle Creek   

  Eungella   

  Cape Hillsborough   

  Isla Gorge   

  Landcruiser Mountain 
Park 

  

  Relay For Life   

  Copper Climb / St 
Lawrence 

  

 

Day Trips                                  Weekend Trips (2-3days)             Longer Trips

Trip ideas

Trip Coordinator  Paul Westgarth – 0413 731 341

NB. If you have any suggestions or are interested in organising a trip or event, 
whether it is a 4WD event or just a social day out, please forward your ideas to
TRIP COORDINATOR Paul Westgarth 

 tripcoordinator@cqoffroad.org.au http://www.4x4earth.com.au/trackslist.html?state=QLD

http://tripcoordinator@cqoffroad.org.au
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Member Submission - Lowmead 4x4 Challenge

What a Hot week end. But my oh my What a Fun Week end!
The weekend started early for my household with 4 children and 2 Adults to pack for 
and a house to leave clean to return to we wanted an early start. My 5th and grown up daughter joined our adventure and 
took two of the boy kids with her. This eased our head space situation in the ole Nissan and so we happily graced Maccas
for a road trip brekky by 6am. 

Excellent an early start and the first smiles were brought to us by young ones wrapping a car in gladwrap in the Maccas 
carpark... decorating it in pink flowers and swearing us to secrecy.

Its been awhile between camping trips for us, and it was only pure chance by an old fellow at a servo that had helped
address the ongoing, costly stuff ups by so called tuning specialists that had even allowed us a well overdue camping trip.

Lowmead’s 4x4 challenge hosted by the Gladstone 4wd club was yelling at us to come and with Paul hosting a trip there 
we jumped at the chance to go and took off hours early and arrived five minutes before Paul did!

Finding a spot under some sort of shade trees we spent our day leisurely setting up our taj mahal, Christmas lights
included.. then rounded up some cocktails and headed off to the night race up the hill.

We sat on the roof of our vehicles and listened to the motors and cheers as side by side vehicles and drivers tested each 
other. It was a nice cool start in the dark aboard our roof tops to hot week end!

as a heatwave was predicted and 

Dennis happily gave them pointers for their next victim 
advising them on well placed ‘leccy’ ties as a surefire
 way to unwind a person’s calm disposition and bring 
cause for alarm.
Sly chuckles and smirks were exchanged as the 
two stored the information for later.
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Member Submission - Lowmead 4x4 Challenge

We arrived back at camp that night  to a gentle and beautiful big python making his way through the camp. He was herded
on by Dennis and it was nice to see just how gentle he was as he slowly slid away.

The next morning we headed off to check out some of the race stages and found mobs of people sitting scattered through
the beautifully dense dry rainforest gullies of the property. We spent our morning munching on fruit and exploring these 
forest vantage points watching different teams race past us... glad for the shade as the day steadily grew hotter.

By late morning toilets beckoned for more than one small child and we big kids had also grown tired of waiting for the 
different vehicles to present themselves as the heat reminded us afternoon was still yet to arrive.

So we headed back to camp for lunch .. taking the warmth with us and proceeded to then laze around camp trapped under 
the shade covers by our European fairness and the blistering heat.

As we sat slowly but surely heating up we started doing the Aussie thing and discussing ways to keep cool and what we
wished for. Ice to lay in .. ice creams... the water truck to come by and douse us as it drove endlessly around the property 
and camp sites settling the dust... yes sprinklers on the tarp roof .. all and many options were discussed.

.

.... we sat... we dreamt... and then I said...
“we could make a pool out of the trailer, with one of the tarps....”

the heat and quietness continued... 
we continued dreaming encouraging our minds to tell our bodies to stop heating up.
...
we had a 8x4 or thereabouts box trailer with gated sides that are about 3-4ft high for carrying the taj- mahal and all our 
bits .. with so many children there is a lot of bits to carry if you want to camp comfortably... including the home brew for
cocktails ... so yeah it's a largeish trailer.

... The next minute... Dennis exploded!
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Member Submission - Lowmead 4x4 Challenge

...He literally jumped out of his chair .. marched to the trailer ... and started throwing the remaining tarps, pegs, poles and 
whatever was in there out on to the ground. I jumped,  startled and asked him what he was doing?!

He said, “You‘re right we’ll make a pool out of the trailer!”

I was stunned .. and actually thought he really had gone mad in the heat.. and proceeded to say...
“No don’t , no it's a stupid idea babe, don’t worry about it.. I was just being dumb.. I didn’t mean it...”
... he continued tossing things and leaping around the trailer ... totally ignoring my justifications.

Now I sat upright and actually got right up out of my chair ... my ears pricked in amazement, nervous at his burst of ap-
parent crazy energy and in total awestruck silence thinking ...’wow!’ , ‘he’s serious!’.... “Oh no... Oh Dear ... Ohhh “... 
... 
“Cool!..” Haha... I had to go over  to him! ... and offer my help if he was for real... !”

He was! .... Legend!

 

Dennis with my complete and utter attention built a pool in the back of that trailer from the left over tarps!
He filled it from the massive spring fed dam and drove it back and parked it on our taj-mahal patio.

It was Awesome!

I tell you .. it went from one of those days in your life when you wish you were almost anywhere else... to being one of the
greatest places and camping trips ever!

We splashed and frolicked for hours in our pool, drinking cocktails and enthusiastically and gratefully  joined by some of 
our heat weary and dusty returned neighbours, Anna and Nathan.
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Member Submission - Lowmead 4x4 Challenge

When Paul and Luke finally did arrive back at camp we were actually filling up for a second time after 4 hours of non-
stop water play.

They too then joined us and the pool party continued!

With the kids completely water logged ...lips blue and jumpers on!? .. we headed up to the night stages in the main arena.
..  totally happy, and absolutely worn out we hit the hay to achieve the completed R&R.

The next morning as I started the camp close down Dennis took all the children and the Nissan and headed off with 
Paul and the crew for a leisurely drive over the property.

It is full of great 4wd tracks and  if that’s your thrill then yes it is apparently a fun place to check your skills.

Apparently when they headed off Luke was troubled and
pulled up by some strange noises coming from
underneath his vehicle.
It seems Paul and Dennis mentioned and thanked me?
 over the radio for my lekky tying skills!?

If you must blame me boys...
...  it can be arranged!..  just sayin ;-)
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Member Submission - Lowmead 4x4 Challenge

I continued leisurely packing up and when they all returned, we had lunch, loaded the trailer and then swung ourselves
into the drink of the lagoon on the ole rope swing, before hitting the road and saying goodbye, nicely cool and satisfied
by ‘Clarkey’s Petrol Paradise’ at Lowmead!
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Member Submission - Beach Driving

http://www.outbacktravelaustralia.com.au/driving-towing-4wd-driving-skills/beach-driving

Beach driving should be fun, so why is the waterfront the most dangerous place to operate your 4WD? 
Why are more people killed or injured and more vehicles seriously damaged or lost on beaches than
 on any other off-road surface?

Watch your speed

There are several reasons why beach driving is dangerous and the most obvious one is the freedom that 
beach driving grants. In most other off road situations you're confined to a track or trail that restricts where 
you can go and at what speed. On a beach or in the dunes behind it you're unrestricted and the freedom 
goes to many drivers' heads.

It's exhilarating to blast along a wide stretch of beach sand and the wind-in-your-hair feeling can overcome 
caution. Tyres that have been deflated to maybe less than half their normal pressure are safe at only 40km/h 
or so and even then won't respond to braking or steering as accurately as they do at normal pressure on a 
high-friction surface.
A blowout or a tyre coming off a rim can send you into a roll-over that will at the very least spoil your fun.

Watch where you're going

Most of the serious accidents on beaches involve roll-over, head-on collision, or running over people. Some 
spectacular incidents involve all three. It's easy to roll over if you get side-on across a steep sandhill. It's easy
 to have a head-on collision if you speed up sandhills without checking if there's an oncoming vehicle. It's easy
 to run over a sunbather if you leap your vehicle off a sandhill and it's easy to run over a fisherman if you rip
 along a beachfront in poor light without looking where you're going.

Sand 'blindness' is common in certain light conditions, making it difficult to see landscape features – or people.

Vehicle preparation

Salt water and 4WDs don't go together very well, so if you intend to use yours for regular beach work you 
should have it professionally treated underneath and in all body cavities. The occasional beach visit won't 
harm a 4WD, provided it isn't deliberately run into salt water. 
Hitting sheets of beachfront salt water sends high-speed spray into your chassis and bodywork and it's 
virtually impossible to get the salt out. Where there's salt residue there's always moisture - of the most 
corrosive sort. As well, salt water will get into axles and brakes, doing them no good at all.

Engine bays should be doused with silicone penetrant spray before a beach encounter, to keep salt water
and condensation at bay. 

Lighten up

The best sand vehicles are lightweights, so don't take anything you don't need on a beach excursion. Every
 kilogram is pushing your tyres into the sand and making the little mound of sand in front of each tyre that 
much taller. You have to power over those little hills all the time you're running in sand, so the heavier the 
vehicle the more the engine has to work.

Outback Travel Australia - 4WD and Remote Area Travel Information
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Member Submission - Beach Driving cont.

http://www.outbacktravelaustralia.com.au/driving-towing-4wd-driving-skills/beach-driving

The right pressures

There's no hard and fast rule on the correct tyre pressures for sand running. Fishos who are on and off the 
beach every day usually fit very wide tyres, so they don't have to alter tyre pressures all the time. They also 
use lightweight or 'gutted' vehicles.

For the bulk of us, who visit beaches less regularly, adjusting pressures is a way of waterfront life.

Generally speaking, the lower your tyre pressures, the larger your tyre contact patches become and better 
the flotation is. You can see the difference when you compare the different depths of your tracks, with road
and beach pressures.

speedy tyre deflatorFinding the correct pressure is largely a matter of trial and error, because different 
vehicles have different tyres and carry different loads. However, most tyre makers put a lower limit on 
pressure, to around 110kPa (16psi). Below this pressure level there's a risk of the tyre bead separating from
the wheel rim and rolling the tyre off.

If you're a beach-going regular it may pay to pick up a tyre deflator, such as the Ironman Speedy unit. This
device screws onto the valve stem and temporarily removes the valve, allowing faster deflation. When the 
desired pressure is reached the valve is easily screwed back into place.

Avoid the wet patch

Wet sand is likely to cause corrosive spray and can also be treacherous. Most wet sand is as hard as the 
hobs of hell, but some of it is a slurry on top of an underground water flow. Drive into one of them and you 
could be there for keeps.

Some beaches - notably on the east coast of Fraser Island - are crossed by tiny creeks. These little rivers 
cut vertically into the wet sand and create sharp-edged gutters - a driving hazard that has broken many an 
axle and suspension.

Wet sand near the wave line may be hard, but the odd soft patch can send you off course without warning - 
Stockton Beach near Newcastle in NSW is famous for it. An unwanted steering input near the wave line can 
send you into deep water - literally.
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Member Submission - Beach Driving cont.

Watch the tide

Back in the ‘good old days', before National Parks outlawed the Beach Run from Ussher Point to Captain 
Billy's Landing at Cape York, we rounded a headland at sunset with the Coral Sea lapping at the tyres. 
Behind us was a bay that had no remaining beach at high tide, so we were committed. It was a heart-in-mouth 
moment we've never forgotten.

Driving in failing light on a rising tide is a recipe for vehicle loss and you can ask bedraggled Fraser Island
 refugees for more evidence if you like.

If you're driving on a beach you must carry a current tide chart - they're readily available from fishing shops 
and servos in waterfront areas. Failing that, look in the local paper or consult your smart phone or iPad.

If you do get caught out by a rising tide, camp until it falls - even overnight - rather than risk a severe dunking. 

Know your vehicle

We wouldn't take a 'softroader' 4WD - one without low-range gearing - onto a beach, unless there were more
 capable vehicles around, to provide assistance. This story will explain why.

Years ago, a Land Rover test team took a prototype Freelander to Stockton Beach for some sand driving
 evaluation. This manual-transmission machine got stuck in one of Stockton's infamous soft patches and 
the boys burnt the clutch out trying to extricate it. The sun was going down, the tide was coming in and they
were alone. They walked out for help, after leaving the parking lights on, so they could see the vehicle when
 they returned with a recovery truck. Some hours and several 
passes of the beach later the crew had to face the fact that their beloved test machine had gone swimming. 
The 'happy' ending is that the local Volunteer Rescue boat found the floating Freelander at sea some days 
later – the parkers will still on!.

You may squeak out of a sand bogging with an automatic 'softroader', because the torque converter will 'slip' 
without the risk of clutch failure, but it's a gamble we wouldn't take.

Carry a 'we're stuck' kit

Don't even think about venturing onto a beach without a shovel - a long-handled shovel is best, but that's
 an unrealistic fit in many wagons - an as-new snatch strap; a pair of shackles that actually fit your front 
and rear recovery points; a sturdy jacking plate (to prevent your jack heading to the centre of the earth); a tyre 
pump (electric or manual); an accurate pressure gauge; emergency water and food; and some warm clothing. 
It sounds like a lot of gear, but it packs into a box or a couple of overnight bags.

 



Use correct driving and recovery techniques

Sand driving should be a pleasant experience for everyone. That means keeping up momentum without
excessive speed or engine revs.

The right gear ratio is one that lets the engine work in the middle of its operating range - too many revs and you
 tend to 'dig in' and too few will see the engine 'lugging'. In soft sand, low range is a better option than high range.

When driving in soft sand it's important to keep engine revs and the water pump spinning in the mid range,
or you risk overheating the engine.

If you cease moving forward, get off the gas pedal, don't sit in one spot spinning your wheels, or you'll just dig 
yourself in deeper.

Keep it straight when climbing or descending sand hills – side sloping hurts. Don't brake when running down
 sandhills, or you'll end up on your lid. Don't 'gun it' too hard up steep sand hills or you'll roll over backwards.

When you do get stuck - we all get bogged sometimes - don't panic. Alight from the vehicle with as much
dignity as you can muster and survey the scene. Even if you plan to get pulled out with a tow rope or snatch 
strap, use your shovel to make gradual ramps in front of each tyre.

If you've been stubborn about tyre pressures, drop them to 110kPa (16psi) and try driving out.(16psi) and try
driving out.

Sand 'ladders' such as Ironman Total Traction by Treds units can be very helpful if you have to get out of a
sand bogging by yourself. The Ironman designs have inbuilt shovel action at one end, to help make a smooth 
ramp in front of each tyre.
 

Snatch straps work well at very low speed and with very little slack - you don't need a racing start from a point
where the two vehicles are bumper to bumper. The vehicles should be spaced so that there's an 'S' shape on
 the ground in the middle of the snatch strap about one metre in length. The towing vehicle should move off at 
normal pace in the highest low-range gear it can use and the bogged vehicle should do the same. Get people
clear of the recovery area, in case the strap or an anchor point lets go.

It's safest if the snatch strap is hooked on to both vehicles without shackle attachment, but some recovery 
points are too small for that method. Use the biggest shackle that can fit into your recovery point. Don't hook
a snatch strap over a tow ball: loop it around the towbar; or to the pin that locks a tongue trailer coupling
in place.
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Member Submission - Beach Driving cont.
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Member Submission - Beach Driving cont.

Sandy towing

Beach launching is fraught with danger, to boat, 4WD and people, but it can be done safely.

It’s a general principle that towing anything through soft sand isn’t a very good idea and that’s why we’re
opposed to inexperienced people hauling camper trailers across the Simpson Desert. The same goes for 
towing heavy boat trailers across beaches; if there’s a hard-surface beach ramp available, use it.

However, like all generalisations there are places where beach launching is safe. The tell-tale signs of safe
 beach launching are ‘local’ 4WDs parked on hard-packed sand with their trailers.

When we talk about beach launching we’re not considering a small, roof-top ‘tinny’ on a lightweight trailer
that tips the scales at 200kg all up; we’re referring to a sizeable runabout with a 50+hp outboard on the back.
 Small boats can be hand-launched using fat beach tyres on an axle that clips onto the boat transom, or 
walked down the beach on inflatable rollers.

Before you drive onto any beach you need to consult a tide chart. Plan your beach launch with the tides in
mind and aim to retrieve at high water, so that your 4WD remains above sea level. Most ‘drowned’ 4WDs 
we’ve seen have been stuck below mean high water. If the sand is too soft for boat trailer towing above the 
high water mark it’s not a safe place to attempt a beach launching.

Beach launching is almost always easier than retrieval, because beaches by their nature slope down
 towards the water. This means that an easy trundle down to the water’s edge can become a real slog uphill
 afterwards.

Why beach launch in the first place? Because in remote areas there aren’t many boat ramps and some of 
the best fishing spots are well away from the madding crowd.

At first sight a flattish beach with firm-packed sand shallows may look like an ideal launching proposition,
 but that will be so only if your boat draws very little water. If you need the best part of a metre to float it off
 the trailer and get the prop spinning clear of the sand you may well have your 4WD and trailer in deep water.

A beach can look fine for launching at high tide, but when you get back to the beach at low tide you may 
discover that the shallows go on for many metres, making it impossible to back your 4WD and trailer into
the water far enough for retrieval.

Another beach may be ideal in the calm of the early morning, but have metre-high, wind-driven surf in the
 afternoon, when it’s time to retrieve the boat.

If you’re optimistic that you can manage a safe beach launch and retrieval you need to prepare the 4WD, 
trailer and boat before you drive onto the sand. As with any foray on soft sand you need to drop pressures 
in the 4WD and trailer tyres. Since your driving will be at low speed, we’d suggest dropping to 16psi straight 
away. The trailer tyres can be lowered even further, provided they’re not tiny little donuts.

You need to put the 4WD in low range and lock the centre differential and across-axle diff locks if you have 
them. Drive down the beach and swing up the slope near your proposed launch site. If the 4WD looks like
getting stuck keep the momentum up and head for higher ground, and then choose a firmer site. When you
find a spot that allows you to drive up the beach without getting stuck you’ve found a likely launching place.

Get the boat and the crew ready for smart boarding, because the less time you spend with your trailer 
wheels sinking gently into the watery sand the better.
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Member Submission - Beach Driving cont.

http://www.outbacktravelaustralia.com.au/driving-towing-4wd-driving-skills/beach-driving

Never back the vehicle wheels into the water on a beach, because wave action will very quickly erode 
around the tyres and you’ll be stuck in a few minutes. It’s tricky enough if only the trailer wheels start to
‘bury’, but it’s almost impossible to extract a wet-bogged 4WD and trailer combination.

Have the crew ready to turn the boat’s bow into the wind and waves as soon as it’s off the trailer and then 
high-tail it off the beach in the 4WD and trailer.

Retrieving the boat is the reverse procedure, with the crew holding the boat into the wind and waves until
the trailer is positioned at the correct depth beside the boat. The boat then needs to be lined up quickly with
the trailer and the winch cable clipped on smartly. When the boat is hauled up to the trailer winch post it’s
 time to drive up the beach. There’s no need to bother about tie downs and gear transfer until the 4WD and 
trailer are safely on firm ground.

If you start to bog down on the water’s edge, don’t panic and bury the driving wheels. It’s absolutely 
essential that the 4WD remains mobile, or it’s at risk of being flooded. Get off the ‘loud pedal’ and hop out 
for a look at the situation.

The retrieval priorities are now in this order: the 4WD, the boat and, lastly, the trailer. Uncouple the trailer 
and drive the solo 4WD to higher ground, above the high-tide mark. From this position you may be able to 
skull-drag the boat and trailer to firm ground also, using a tow rope or a winch. The trailer jockey wheel is
no use in this manoeuvre, but some form of a skid under the trailer drawbar will stop it digging in – an old 
piece of carpet tied in place works well.

In the worst case scenario, you may have to relaunch the boat and beach it, while you recover the empty
trailer. Then it’s time to use the boat to find a firmer retrieval spot.

If we’ve painted a rather gloomy picture of beach launching that’s because we’ve seen quite a few go
expensively wrong.

What’s that tell you about the price of fish?
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Member Submission - Christmas 2014 Pics
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Spotlight 

Life is what you make it

Remember to Have a Safe Summer on Our Beautiful Beaches

 Smile 
CQ Offroad

Merry
Christmas 

and a 
Happy New Year

Merry 
Christmas 

and a 
Happy New Year
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Spotlight The Sad State of Five Rocks 2014

Pictures C/- Editor

This Week end is perfect to go to Five Rocks If you have never been.
There will be plenty of others to give advice and driving assistance if required
and you can support a sausage sizzle fundraiser and pick up some of this rubbish.
Its buried in the sand dunes and on the tracks.. and yes on that day of the photos ..
there was even sewage in the ocean ... the entire length of 9 mile! 

CQ Offroad

Braidy Parker – 0402376583 
Jeff Winter - 0407 647 726

Rubbish 

In the 

Dunes

Rubbish 

In the 

Vegetation

Rubbish 

On the 

Tracks

Rubbish 

In the 

Gully’s

Rubbish On Once

Pristine Beaches

‘Jumpstart to Manny’s Recovery’ Appeal Starts Saturday the 10th January 2015

Sewage in the Ocean
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Technical and Safety Information

FYI

Remember Mechanical Sympathy and Greasey Maintenance 
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Advertise Here

Customers receive a FREE

 Link on our website 

Advertise Here

Customers receive a FREE

 Link on our website 

Yellow CQ Offroad Shirts available for purchase $50,Black Caps $20 

NEW CQ Offroad Shirts available for purchase from Totally Workwear 

Khaki Button Up JB $29.95 for Long Sleeved and $22.95  for Short Sleeved 

please call the merchandise officer Joy  on 0412 634 183please call the merchandise officer Joy  on 0412 634 183

Advertising fee - Pro- Rata Rates with FREE link on our website.
email the  and the  for ad size and specs 
on Behalf of Central Queensland Offroad Club 

treasurer@cqoffroad.org.au editor@cqoffroad.org.au

Take to Raptor Embroidery on Richardson Rd For Offroad Logo
NOTE * 
ON DRIVES HIGH VISIBILITY VESTS TO BE WORN Supplied By Trip Coordinator

OR

 0488  132  8 55

 49 333 888

dennis@ironshadow.com.au 

*  Body & Bar Work    * Panel    *  Paint  

* Specialist Fabrication    * Aluminium 

* Plastic Welding    *  Stainless Welding

Quality  Custom  Fabrication

Iron Shadow 

Restoring Classic Cars 

Opposite Saleyards
Gracemere

~ Vehicl Airbrushing  
~ Fine Art
~ Traditional & Airbrushed 
~ Custom Vinyl Stickers PTY LTDPTY LTDPTY LTDPTY LTD

Beside The Blue Ranch Pet Barn  
Look for Iron Shadow 

Onsite Showroom 

Opposite the Gracemere Saleyards
Shed 2  763 Capricorn Highway, GracemereShed 2  763 Capricorn Highway, Gracemere

@ArtSeduxion

Art Seduxion Pty Ltd

0448 426 733 

alisign@bigpond.com

www.artseduxion.com.au

http://treasurer@cqoffroad.org.au
http://editor@cqoffroad.org.au


Mailing Address:       P.O. Box 9568   PARK AVENUE, NORTH ROCKHAMPTON  QLD  4701
E-MAIL:                      
Web Page:                   
Public Contact:       Jeff Winter     0407 NISSAN  (0407 647 726)
Membership:             
General Meeting :-   

 next  3rd February 2015 
                                7.30pm Rockhampton Leagues Club, George Street, Rockhampton. 
                                                          
Committee Meeting:-   6pm Monday Eve Prior to Above General Meeting
                                                                          

info@cqoffroad.org.au
www.cqoffroad.org.au

memberships@cqoffroad.org.au
The First Tuesday Night of the Month

                               

CLUB COMMITTEE 2015

SUPPORT OFFICERS 

E-mail contact:  

Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/cq.offroad
  

Phone contacts

President:  Joy
 

Vice President: Ulf Niederwemmer - 0414 973 986
 

Secretary: Christine Cameron - 0409 261 874

Trip Coordinator: Paul Westgarth  0749 342 062  
 

Editor: Alison Clarke - 0448 426 733
 

info@cqoffroad.org.au

president@cqoffroad.org.au

vicepresident@cqoffroad.org.au

secretary@cqoffroad.org.au

treasurer@cqoffroad.org.au

tripcoordinator@cqoffroad.org.au

publicliaisonofficer@cqoffroad.org.au

editor@cqoffroad.org.au

 0412 634 184
 

 

Treasurer: Karen Westgarth - 0413 201 249
 

Public Liaison Officer: Jeff Winter - 0407 NISSAN  - (0407 647 726)
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MEMBERSHIP                   
Please email applications to  

INFO TECH.                        Viv Murphy                          0438 705 592         
SOCIAL CONVENOR       
MAINTENANCE                 
MERCHANDISE                 Joy                                        0412 634 184
PROPERTY                         Paul Westgarth                    0413 731 341
INSURANCE                       Jeff Winter                            0407 647 726
HISTORIAN                        Karen Westgarth                  0413 201 249
FUNDRAISING COORDINATOR  Naomi Brook          0408 197 710

Paul Westgarth                    0413 731 341

Paul Westgarth                    0749 342 062

TRAINING COORDINATOR    Kev                                0488 942 241
MARKETING COORDINATORS     Dennis Frahm       0488 132 855
                                                                Dean Pearce          0438 122 123

memberships@cqoffroad.org.au

http://info@cqoffroad.org.au
http://www.cqoffroad.org.au
mailto:memberships@cqoffroad.org.au
http://info@cqoffroad.org.au
http://president@cqoffroad.org.au
http://vicepresident@cqoffroad.org.au
http://secretary@cqoffroad.org.au
http://treasurer@cqoffroad.org.au
http://tripcoordinator@cqoffroad.org.au
http://publicliaisonofficer@cqoffroad.org.au
http://editor@cqoffroad.org.au
http://memberships@cqoffroad.org.au
mailto:memberships@cqoffroad.org.au
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